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Chapter 2617

　　”I don’t know.” Du Xuan frowned, “But I had dinner with Pei Mochen a few days ago, and
he didn’t mention Ruan Yan, and when they broke up, Pei Mochen was real… ..Tired of Ruan
Yan…”

　　”Tired?” Ji Ziyuan chewed the word in a low voice.

　　There was an indescribable feeling in my heart.

　　His woman was actually disgusted by guys like Pei Mochen.

　　Ruan Yan is really not on the stage.

　　But I was afraid that Ji Ziyuan would flip the table in anger on the spot.

　　”It’s fine if you don’t terminate the contract.” Du Xuan said sadly, “This time our company
cheated her, and I want to win her back to sign the contract again. Ruan Yan will definitely
not do it.”

　　”I won’t let it go. Ji Ziyuan said coldly, “I will let her come back and cooperate with us
obediently.”

　　Du Xuan opened his mouth.

　　He actually wanted to say that it was because they acted unkindly at the beginning, and
then used means to force people to come back, which didn’t seem to be good.

　　However, Ji Ziyuan has always been more domineering and selfish. This matter has
taken a woman’s disadvantage, and Ji Ziyuan will definitely not give up.

　　…

　　It’s twelve o’clock at night in the villa.
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　　Ruan Yan received a text message from Ji Ziyuan: [Come here. 】

　　Ruan Yan, who was sitting on the edge of the bar, saw the two words on the phone, and
her black and white eyes flashed with obvious mockery.

　　Let her go and just go, really don’t treat women like people.

　　She put down the phone and ignored it.

　　After a while, Ji Ziyuan sent another WeChat message: [I can’t come, but I sent your
subordinates to the police. 】

　Again this set of threats.

　　Ruan Yan glanced at the night outside, ignored it, got up and went into the room to rest.

　　The next day, she was awakened by Pei Mochen’s phone call, and the other party’s voice
gritted her teeth, “Ruan Yan, are you very capable? Why didn’t you discuss the suicide with
me? Do you know how many people on the Internet call me a scumbag? Did you commit
suicide?”

　　”Didn’t you kill me? What I said on the Internet was that half of it was because of a bad
career, and the other half was because of feelings. It’s enough to cover it up for you.” Ruan
Yan leaned on the bedside, her voice line up. Lazy, but also with a unique charm and
publicity.

　　Pei Mochen was startled. He was quite angry at first, but when he heard her casual voice,
a strange feeling appeared in his heart, “You just woke up?”

　　He still knew Ruan Yan. Ruan Yan used to sound like this when she got up, but that It’s
not as cold as it is now.

　　It’s just cold and cold, which can arouse men’s interest even more.

　　”It’s none of your business.” Ruan Yan threw out four words coldly.

　　Pei Mochen smiled with a little bit of interest while his teeth were itching, “Ruan Yan, you
are so skilled,
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　　you dare to scold me now.” After entering this circle, I have seen a lot of rich people, and
found that the Pei family is actually like that in the capital.”

　　Pei Mochen was immediately angry, “Okay, I heard that Jiang Qingxin and Lin Fanyue are
your friends now. , It’s amazing, but Ruan Yan, you only came from a small place, and you
are very different from their identities. The difference between people is doomed from the
moment of birth.”

　　”Stupid.”

　　Ruan Yan directly hung up the phone . .

Let me go mr. hill chapter 2618

Chapter 2618

　　Pei Mochen looked at the end of the call, and the whole person was incredulous.

　　Ruan Yan dared to scold him and hang up the phone.

　　Doesn’t she love him to death or to live?

　　Now that you don’t look at him so much, is it hard to get hold of him?

　　Pei Mochen’s eyes were full of interest, and he had no choice but to think that Ruan Yan’s
move really attracted him.

　　…

　　When Ruan Yan was making breakfast, Zhao Hong contacted her, “You moved?”

　　”Well, the contract is terminated. It makes no sense to occupy Fanyu’s house.” Ruan Yan
stirred the noodles in the pot. .

　　Zhao Hong was in a complicated mood, “Ruan Yan, actually…you have already thought of
a solution, right?”
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　　”Sister Hong, you look down on me too much, if it wasn’t for the fire that burned Pei
Mochen, I would also There is no way.” Ruan Yan’s voice was indifferent, no matter what
Zhao Hong had done to her in the past, after leaving the company, the two of them were
destined not to be together.

　　”Do you think President Du and President Ji will believe?” Zhao Hong said helplessly,
“President Ji asked me to give you a message, he wants to see you this morning, otherwise
you will be at your own risk.”

　　”Then tell him, at ten in the morning. Click here, Biyun Club will see you.”

　　Zhao Hong brought the words to Ji Ziyuan.

　　…

　　After breakfast, Ruan Yan changed into a set of clothes and put on a heavy make-up.

　　When he arrived at the clubhouse box, he waited for fifteen minutes before Ji Ziyuan
arrived late. The man had his pockets in his hands, and his handsome silhouette was
replaced by a pair of silver-rimmed glasses. He was well-dressed and elegant.

　　Ruan Yan annoyed him the most with his dog-like attitude, but she poured him tea in a
well-behaved manner, “Master Ji, I specially made your favorite bud tea for you.”

　　Ji Ziyuan glanced at that With a cup of tea, his eyes fell on Ruan Yan’s face again. The
thick powder and thick false eyelashes made him uncomfortable at a glance, “Ruan Yan, you
are so skilled that even I dare to play with it.”

　　”Mr. Ji, you really look down on me too much.” Ruan Yan said with a trace of panic and
nervousness, “If it wasn’t for Pei Mochen’s help, I really couldn’t explain this matter.”

　　”You think I’m stupid.” Ji Ziyuan thought Go grab her chin, but think of the powder on her
face, stop again, but the eyes are cold, “I will give you 100 million, let you cancel the contract
without any compensation, now you are free and your reputation has recovered. , Ruan Yan,
you have a good abacus, it seems that I underestimated you.”

Ruan Yan trembled deliberately under his gaze, “When I proposed to terminate the contract, I
really thought about it.”
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　　”To be honest, I want to hear the truth.” Ji Ziyuan’s eyes had run out of patience, “Why did
Pei Mochen stand up? Talk to you, is there an unspeakable deal between the two of you, or
is it between you and someone else.”

　　Ruan Yan raised her head suddenly and looked at him with a terrified look.

　　”Ruan Yan, you slept with Pei Mochen behind my back? Or is it another man?” Ji Ziyuan
couldn’t hold back his anger any longer and pinched her chin, “Don’t forget, you are my
woman.”

　　Although he had to admit that he was tired of Ruan Yan, he knew very well that Ruan
Yan’s beauty and fame made her coveted by many men in the rich circle.

　　Thinking that she had a relationship with another man, Ji Ziyuan felt that a green hat was
put on his head, which made him furious.

　　”Is my memory messed up?” Ruan Yan smiled tremblingly, “I clearly remember that Ji
Shao said that I was not worthy of being your woman, and everyone said that I was just a
vent for you to solve your needs, Ji Shao, you too It’s not the first day to find a woman. If you
want a woman to follow you willingly, you have to pay, I don’t see pay from you, some just
squeeze me.”

　　”You finally told the truth.” Ji Ziyuan Cold squinting.

　　”Isn’t it?”

　　Ruan Yan said with anger and pain, “I’ll follow you, I don’t have a house or a car, and I’m
not even qualified to open a studio. Not only do I have nothing, but I signed the company’s
most demanding contract. The big head of the company earns the money, I am the small
head, the good resources of the company belong to Tang Qin, pity I made so much money
for the company,

　　but I can become a victim of the company at any time, oh, by the way, I have to sleep with
you , is the kind of sleeping with you without any dignity, since they are all sleeping, is there
a difference between sleeping with one more person and sleeping with one less person?”
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